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Diegetic Withdrawal and 
Other Worlds: Film Music 
Strategies before King Kong, 
1927–1933
by MICHAEL SLOWIK

Abstract: This article addresses the neglected area of pre–King Kong sound fi lm scores. 
Though King Kong is often said to “begin” sound fi lm music, many of its prominent 
techniques—including the drift of music from diegetic to nondiegetic terrain and the 
connection between music and otherworldly environments—had their roots in prior 
sound fi lms.

T

he notion that Max Steiner’s score for King Kong (Merian C. Cooper, March 
�!����JZW]OP\�Å�TU�U][QK�\W�\PM�[W]VL�Å�TU�NWZ�OWWL�IVL�XI^ML�\PM�_Ia�NWZ�\PM�
/WTLMV�)OM�WN �Å�TU�U][QK��ZW]OPTa��!���\W��!����PI[�ZMUIQVML�QV�XTIKM�NWZ�
several decades and has become a widely assumed historical fact.1 This article 

IZO]M[� NWZ�I�UIRWZ� [PQN\� QV�W]Z�]VLMZ[\IVLQVO�WN � \PM�PQ[\WZa�WN �MIZTa� [W]VL�Å�TU�
music. Rather than claiming that King Kong’s sound music strategies sprang virtually 
full-blown from the head of  Steiner, I submit that the music was in many ways 
LMMXTa�QVLMJ\ML�\W�[W]VL�Å�TU�U][QK�[\ZI\MOQM[�LM^MTWXML�QV�XZQWZ�Å�TU[��-`IUQVQVO�
neglected pre–King Kong scores and analyzing available soundtracks reveals that King 
Kong’s blurring of  diegetic and nondiegetic distinctions and its connection between 
U][QK�IVL�NIV\I[a�_MZM�ITZMILa�KWUUWV�Å�TU�U][QK� \MKPVQY]M[�JMNWZM�\PM�Å�TU¼[�
release.

1 Throughout this article, the year and month given for each fi lm refers to its premiere, not its general release date. 
For a few of many examples of this argument about King Kong ’s score, see Christopher Palmer, The Composer 
in Hollywood (London: Marion Boyars, 1990), 19; Laurence E. MacDonald, The Invisible Art of Film Music: 
A Comprehensive History (New York: Ardsley House, 1998), 25, 31; Mervyn Cooke, A History of Film Music
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008), 88.
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� 1V�Å^M�LMKILM[�WN �ÅTU�U][QK�[KPWTIZ[PQX��NM_�ÅTU[�PI^M�ZMKMQ^ML�UWZM�KWUUMV-
tary and admiration than Steiner’s score for King Kong.2 Though scholars have ad-
dressed numerous aspects of  King Kong¼[�[KWZM��\_W�\MKPVQY]M[�PI^M�ZMKMQ^ML�XMZPIX[�
the most attention. First, scholars have commented extensively on Steiner’s decision 
\W�NWZOW�U][QK�QV�\PM�ÅTU¼[�MIZTa�[KMVM[�IVL�\PMV�JT]Z�\PM�JW]VLIZQM[�JM\_MMV�LQMOM\QK�
IVL�VWVLQMOM\QK�U][QK�L]ZQVO�\PM�ÅZ[\�NM_�U][QKIT�K]M[�3�?PMV�ÅTUUISMZ�+IZT�,MV-
ham (Robert Armstrong) roams the streets of  New York City to select his leading 
TILa�)VV�,IZZW_��.Ia�?ZIa���IVL�_PMV�,MVPIU�IVL�PQ[�KZM_�[IQT�NWZ�]VSVW_V�_I-
\MZ[��VW�U][QK�XTIa[�WV�\PM�[W]VL\ZIKS��AM\�_PMV�,MVPIU�IVL�KWUXIVa�IXXZWIKP�
\PM�Ua[\MZQW][��UQ[\�[PZW]LML� ;S]TT� 1[TIVL��_M� PMIZ� \PM� ÅTU¼[� ÅZ[\�U][QKIT� K]M¸I�
slow, hypnotic harp arpeggio accompanied softly by strings and woodwinds. This cue 
soon merges with drums, which dialogue reveals is coming from the island. Then, as 
,MVPIU�IVL�PQ[�KZM_�KWUM�I[PWZM�IVL�IXXZWIKP�\PM�Q[TIVLMZ[¼�KMZMUWVa��\PMa�PMIZ�
chanting accompanied by music performed by brass, strings, and woodwinds. The 
music that accompanies the islanders’ dance is not precisely diegetic, because it fea-
tures instrumentation plainly not visible in the image or likely in that setting. Yet it is 
not exactly nondiegetic either, because it retains clear connections to the dancing and 
drumming. Musicologist Robynn Stilwell describes this as a “fantastical gap” between 
LQMOM\QK�IVL�VWVLQMOM\QK�JW]VLIZQM[��:MÆMK\QVO�WV�PMZ�][M�WN �\PM�\MZU��;\QTT_MTT�_ZQ\M[��
“The phrase ‘fantastical gap’ seemed particularly apt for this liminal space because it 
captured both its magic and its danger, the sense of  unreality that always obtains as we 
leap from one solid edge toward another at some unknown distance and some uncer-
\IQV�[\IJQTQ\a¸IVL�[WUM\QUM[�_M¼ZM�QV�\PM�IQZ�JMNWZM�_M�SVW_�_M¼̂ M�TMN\�\PM�OZW]VL�º4

 Scholars have devoted even more attention to connections between King Kong’s 
[KWZM�IVL�\PM�NIV\I[\QKIT�MTMUMV\[�WN �Q\[�XTW\��.WZ�QV[\IVKM��ÅTU�U][QK�PQ[\WZQIV[�2IUM[�
*]PTMZ��,I^QL�6M]UMaMZ��IVL�:WJ�,MMUMZ�KWV\ZI[\�\PM�WXMVQVO�6M_�AWZS�+Q\a�[KMVM[��
which feature no music and thus constitute a “rationally organized sound space,” with 
the island and its inexplicable assortment of  creatures. For these authors, the island’s 
primacy of  sound effects and nondiegetic music fosters the sense of  a “primitive, pre-
rational (because pre-linguistic),” and enchanted space.� Though music is anchored 

2 Commentary on King Kong’s score in book-length film music histories spans from the 1970s (Mark Evans, 
Soundtrack: The Music of the Movies [New York: Da Capo, 1975], 29) to the 2010s (James Buhler, David Neumeyer, 
and Rob Deemer, Hearing the Movies: Music and Sound in Film History [New York: Oxford University Press, 2010], 
330–331).

3 In addition to Stilwell’s discussion, the diegetic and nondiegetic categorization of King Kong’s score during these 
early scenes is addressed in Claudia Gorbman, Unheard Melodies: Narrative Film Music (Bloomington: Indiana Uni-
versity Press, 1987), 75; Buhler, Neumeyer, and Deemer, Hearing the Movies, 77; and Royal S. Brown, Overtones 
and Undertones: Reading Film Music (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1994), 41. Regarding the music 
accompanying the islanders’ dance, Brown writes, “Even the most naïve listener, if he or she thought about it, would 
realize that neither the cinematic images—the only instruments we see are drums—nor the ethnic context allows us 
to interpret the music as diegetic.” Yet the fact that he feels obliged to justify this interpretation suggests a measure 
of diegetic and nondiegetic ambiguity. Buhler and Stilwell also address the categorization of King Kong’s music in 
James Buhler, Anahid Kassabian, David Neumeyer, and Robynn Stilwell, “Roundtable on Film Music,” Velvet Light 
Trap 51 (Spring 2003): 73–91.

4 Stilwell, “The Gap between Diegetic and Nondiegetic,” in Beyond the Soundtrack: Representing Music in Cinema, 
ed. Daniel Goldmark, Lawrence Kramer, and Richard Leppert (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2007), 187.

5 Buhler, Neumeyer, and Deemer, Hearing the Movies, 331.
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once more to the diegesis back in the New York City theater, the authors point out that 
when Kong breaks free of  his shackles, nondiegetic music again reigns supreme.6 Mu-
sically as well as narratively, New York City reverts to a pre-rational state. Throughout 
King Kong, then, the presence of  nondiegetic music helps evoke a world of  fantasy and 
irrationality.7�7\PMZ�ÅTU�U][QK�[KPWTIZ[�PI^M�IL^IVKML�[QUQTIZ�KTIQU[�NWZ�\PM�N]VK\QWV�
WN �\PM�ÅTU¼[�U][QK�8

 Recognizing the ways in which nondiegetic music gradually enters the soundtrack 
IVL�KWV^Ma[�\PM�ÅTU¼[�NIV\I[\QKIT�MTMUMV\[�KMZ\IQVTa�MVZQKPM[�WVM¼[�]VLMZ[\IVLQVO�WN �
King Kong’s score. But where did these strategies come from? What preexisting practices 
encouraged Steiner to use these methods? King Kong’s reputation as the originator of  
[W]VL�ÅTU�U][QK�PI[�XZM^MV\ML�I�N]TT�QV^M[\QOI\QWV�WN �\PM[M�Y]M[\QWV[��<PM�VIZZI\Q^M�
WN � Q\[�UWV]UMV\IT� QUXWZ\IVKM�QV�\PM�PQ[\WZa�WN �ÅTU�U][QK�ZW[M�QV�\PM��!��[��_PMV�
JWWS�TMVO\P�[\]LQM[�WV�\PM�/WTLMV�)OM�WN �ÅTU�U][QK�JMOIV�\W�ZMO]TIZTa�IXXMIZ�9 The 
I]\PWZ[�WN �\PM[M�JWWS[��QVÆ]MVKML�Ja�UM\PWLWTWOQM[�WN �U][QKWTWOa�IVL�TQ\MZI\]ZM¸
_PQKP�XZQ^QTMOML�QVLQ^QL]IT�I]\PWZ[�IVL�W]\[\IVLQVO�_WZS[¸NWK][ML�WV�\PM�/WTLMV�
Age and its plethora of  original music credited to a single composer to suggest that 
ÅTU�U][QK�_I[�_WZ\Pa�WN �[\]La�IVL�IXXZMKQI\QWV��<WLIa��\PM[M�[\]LQM[�ZMUIQV�^IT]-
IJTM�MNNWZ\[�\W�^ITQLI\M�ÅTU�U][QK�I[�I�TMOQ\QUI\M�IZMI�WN �[\]La��AM\�_Q\P�\PMQZ�I\\MV\QWV�
directed primarily toward the Golden Age, these studies often summarized the early 
sound era in a few brief  strokes.�� They also relied on the problematic recollections 
of  Steiner, who claimed that the early sound era’s preference for diegetic music and 
technological restrictions resulted in virtually no nondiegetic music until his own scores 
XI^ML�\PM�_Ia�NWZ�\PM�N]\]ZM�WN �ÅTU�U][QK�11�1V�\PM[M��!��[�[\]LQM[��King Kong’s score 
_I[�XZWJIJTa�[QVOTML�W]\�JMKI][M�Q\�ZMUIQVML�I�_MTT�SVW_V�ÅTU��\P][�KWV[\Q\]\QVO�I�
ZMILQTa�IKKM[[QJTM�KIVLQLI\M�NWZ�\PM�¹JQZ\Pº�WN �[W]VL�ÅTU�U][QK�12�,M[XQ\M�\PM�ZMTMI[M�

6 Though the authors state that music emerges from the pit orchestra, no instruments are visible. The theater music 
is probably best considered plausibly diegetic. 

7 Buhler, Neumeyer, and Deemer, Hearing the Movies, 331.

8 For instance, Christopher Palmer, Mervyn Cooke, Kathryn Kalinak, and Claudia Gorbman have all focused on 
music’s role in the audience’s suspension of disbelief in King Kong. See Palmer, Composer in Hollywood, 28; Cooke, 
History of Film Music, 88; Gorbman, Unheard Melodies, 79; Kalinak, Settling the Score: Music and the Classical 
Hollywood Film (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1992), 71.

9 Tony Thomas, Music for the Movies (South Brunswick, NJ: A. S. Barnes, 1973); Evans, Soundtrack (1975); Roy 
Prendergast, Film Music: A Neglected Art (New York: Norton, 1977); Tony Thomas, Film Score: The View from the 
Podium (Cranbury, NJ: A. S. Barnes, 1979).

10 The exception is Prendergast’s Film Music, which devotes a small chapter to music in the early sound film.

11 For the most frequently cited Steiner article on the early sound era, see Max Steiner, “Scoring the Film,” in We Make 
the Movies, ed. Nancy Naumberg (New York: Norton, 1937), 216–238. Sources in the 1970s that rely on Steiner 
quotations include Prendergast, Film Music, 23; Thomas, Music for the Movies, 146; and Thomas, Film Score, 
66–68.

12 Nathan Platte similarly argues that King Kong’s status as a pop-culture icon may have helped preserve the score in 
“Investigating the Emergence of the Hollywood Symphonic Score” (conference paper presented at the meeting of 
the American Musicological Society Midwest Chapter, spring 2011).
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of  many valuable studies in the ensuing decades, the claim that nondiegetic music was 
generally avoided before King Kong remains largely unchanged.13

� <PQ[�IZ\QKTM�IQU[�\W�ZMWZQMV\�\PQ[�PQ[\WZa�WN �ÅTU�U][QK�QV�\_W�ZM[XMK\[��.QZ[\��1�[]O-
OM[\�\PI\�MIZTa�[W]VL�ÅTU�U][QK�LM[MZ^M[�UWZM�I\\MV\QWV�\PIV�Q\�PI[�JMMV�OQ^MV�\W�LI\M��
<PW]OP�[WUM�MIZTa�[W]VL�ÅTU[�QVLMML�I^WQLML�VWVLQMOM\QK�U][QK��\PM�XMZQWL�WV�\PM�
_PWTM�KWV\IQVML�UIVa�QUXWZ\IV\�MIZTa�ÅTU�U][QK�M`XMZQUMV\[�\PI\�LM[MZ^M�I\\MV\QWV��
Second, in tracing music strategies before King Kong, I submit that a new account of  
the early sound era is in order. Though King Kong is traditionally said to begin an era 
WN �ÅTU�U][QK�PQ[\WZa��1�KWV\MVL�\PI\�King Kong was in important ways a culmination of  
KMZ\IQV�\MVLMVKQM[�\PI\�MUMZOML�QV�XZQWZ�MIZTa�[W]VL�ÅTU[��<PM[M�\MVLMVKQM[�VW\�WVTa�
QTT]UQVI\M�XZM^QW][Ta�]VSVW_V�MIZTa�[W]VL�ÅTU�[\ZI\MOQM[�J]\�IT[W�ZM^MIT�U]KP�IJW]\�
the broader cultural functions of  early sound cinema. Ultimately, my aim is not to 
LQ[KZMLQ\�\PM�_WZS�WN �XZQWZ�ÅTU�U][QK�[KPWTIZ[�J]\�\W�ZMNWZU]TI\M�W]Z�]VLMZ[\IVLQVO�
of  the early sound era.
 A few caveats are in order. The evidence submitted here is part of  a book-length 
XZWRMK\�\PI\�M`IUQVM[�\PM�PQ[\WZa�WN �MIZTa�[W]VL�ÅTU�U][QK��<W�WJ\IQV�I�ÅTUWOZIXPa��
I read through every entry in the American Film Institute Catalog from 1926 to 1934 and 
VW\ML�MIKP�ÅTU�\PI\�KWV\IQVML�IVa�[WZ\�WN �U][QK�KZMLQ\��<PM�ÅVLQVO[�PMZM�[\MU�NZWU�I�
^QM_QVO�WN �����ÅTU[�NZWU�\PM�XMZQWL��<PW]OP�[XIKM�NWZKM[�UM�\W�ZM[\ZQK\�Ua�V]UJMZ�
WN � M`IUXTM[��_PMZM� XW[[QJTM� 1� VIUM� ILLQ\QWVIT� ÅTU[� \PI\� ILPMZM� \W� \PM� ÅTU�U][QK�
[\ZI\MOQM[�TIQL�W]\�PMZM�IVL�QVLQKI\M�\PM�XZM^ITMVKM�WN �KMZ\IQV�\MKPVQY]M[��;XIKM�IT[W�
NWZKM[�UM�\W�[M\�I[QLM�\PM�[XMKQÅK�XZWJTMU�WN �\PM�MIZTa�[W]VL�U][QKIT��_PQKP�KWV\IQVML�
QVVW^I\Q^M�MIZTa�ÅTU�[KWZM[�

Diegetic Withdrawal. When Steiner chose to begin his score with diegetically am-
JQO]W][�U][QK��PM�_I[�ZM[XWVLQVO�VW\�WVTa�\W�I�ÅTU�VIZZI\Q^M�\PI\�OZIL]ITTa�JZQVO[�
\PM�^QM_MZ�QV\W�I�_WZTL�WN �UIOQK�IVL�LIVOMZ�J]\�IT[W�\W�IV�ITZMILa�M[\IJTQ[PML�ÅTU�
U][QK�\IK\QK�\PI\�1�KITT�LQMOM\QK�_Q\PLZI_IT��,QMOM\QK�_Q\PLZI_IT�ZMNMZ[�\W�I�[Q\]I\QWV�QV�
_PQKP�I�ÅTU�QVQ\QITTa�NMI\]ZM[�U][QK�_Q\P�IV�M`XTQKQ\�WZ�TQSMTa�[W]ZKM�QV�\PM�QUIOM�JMNWZM�
drifting toward music that is either ambiguous or downright nondiegetic in the later 
[MK\QWV[��<PQ[�LZQN\�NZWU�LQMOM\QK�\W�VWVLQMOM\QK�\MZZIQV�Q[�][]ITTa�Y]Q\M�LQNÅK]T\�NWZ�\PM�
spectator to detect, thus resulting in music that seemingly emerges organically from the 
diegesis rather than from an external, nondiegetic narrational force.
� <PM�ÅTUQK�PQ[\WZa�WN �LQMOM\QK�_Q\PLZI_IT�LI\M[�JIKS�\W�Lights of  New York (Bryan 
.Wa��2]Ta��!� ���_PQKP�?IZVMZ�*ZW[��PMI^QTa�IL^MZ\Q[ML�I[�\PM�ÅZ[\�¹ITT�\ITSQVOº�ÅTU��
<PW]OP� \PM� ÅTU�_I[� I� \ZMUMVLW][� JW`�WNÅKM� []KKM[[�� \WLIa� Q\� [MZ^M[�UIQVTa� I[� I�
XW[\MZ�KPQTL�NWZ�\PM�[\I\QK�KIUMZI�IVL�[\]V\ML�LQITWO]M�WN �\PM�MIZTQM[\�[W]VL�ÅTU[��<W�
LI\M��ÅTU�U][QK� [KPWTIZ[�PI^M�VW\�I\\MVLML� \W�Lights of  New York, perhaps assuming 
that nondiegetic music would not have played a role in an early and awkward sound 

13 Claims for the virtual absence of music in the early sound era appear in four generally excellent film music books: 
Gorbman, Unheard Melodies, 42; Kalinak, Settling the Score, 66–69; Brown, Overtones and Undertones, 56–57; 
and Cooke, A History of Film Music, 85. To date, James Wierzbicki’s Film Music: A History (New York: Routledge, 
2009) remains the primary exception to this tendency. However, while Wierzbicki draws on a wide array of valuable 
primary articles from the period, the study’s absence of close analysis causes the actual music practices of the early 
sound era to remain undefined.


